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RESPONSIVE STUFFED ROBOT 

PROCESS 
My original idea was to create an “essence capsule”, which is a box that keeps our 

beloved person “essence” (in this case, their video) and tricks user to feel like they are 

carrying the real person by letting them interact with the person inside the box (i.e, when 

the box showing video of someone sleeping, user touch the box, and that someone 

wakes up). 

 

I started the project with purchasing this 1.8’’ tft  shield from Creatron 

(http://www.adafruit.com/products/802 )  

 

 

Photo 01: 1.8’’ tft Shield and its compatible Arduino Uno 

 

Soldering the header to the shield and snap them to the Arduino.  
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Photo 02: 1.8’’ tft  shield stacked on Arduino 

 

Following the tutorial on Adafruit website (which contains a LOT of bugs and mistakes 

that are not mentioned from the website, but only be fixed in their forum), I downloaded 

the ST7735 library and Adafruit GFX and managed to display some graphics and bmp 

pictures from the SDcard onto the screen.  

 

 

Photo 03: Using the graphictest example from the ST7735 library to display graphic on tft 

Shield 

 

(video): Using shieldtest example to display random photo from sdcard – (test photo 

display) 

 

My initial plan was to work with video, so I was looking for tutorials of how to display video 

using Arduino, and eventually found out that Arduino is not powerful enough to run 

video. I realized that my initial plan was not achievable. I had to come up with an 

alternative way of doing it. At first I was thinking if video file is not possible, then maybe I 

can display a sequence of images in fast speed and make them look like video (since 

video – which is also called “moving image” is in fact a sequence of images displayed at 

the rate of 24 – 30 frame per second)? I then soon found out that this plan was also not 
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possible. Since each picture would take a while to load and will be displayed line-by-line 

from top to bottom (I blame slow Arduino), each frame won’t be show fast enough to 

achieve the video like effect.  

 

At this point I had to decide between two options: using a different device to display 

video or shift my project plan. Some people suggest me to try Raspberry Pi instead of 

using Arduino and I was a bit unsure about this because  

1. I have no experience with the system and it will take a while to begin  

2. I have to get the new LCD to go with Raspberry Pi and tons of other misc things that 

are exclusive to Raspberry Pi which I’m not sure if Creatron is carrying – or I will have to 

built the whole thing from scratch – ohhh (O.o).  

 

Finally I decided to drop the video playing idea, and think of some other possibility.  

 

 

Photo 04: Raspbery Pi? 

 

Close to where I live there is a kindergarten, and the kids are often play in the 

playground in front of that building. I was watching them for a while and realized a lot of 

kids (well, more so little girls) carrying dolls/stuff animals around. Then I think– why not 

make a responsive robot that look like stuffed animal, then use different sensors to fake its 

artificial intelligence?  
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Photo 05: Kids love stuffed animal 

 

Since I already had a display screen, I can code/draw graphics that show the 

expressions of the robot (which is much faster than showing images), and then play with 

different sensors to let children play with this toy in different ways. I test coding some 

drawing on the screen and come up with some different expressions:   

 

  

Neutral expression 
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Hurt expression 

 

  

Happy expression 

 

  

Look to the right 

 

  

Look to the left 
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Kids like colorful and cute things, so I tried to make the expressions look comic-like with 

bright colors. How the expression appears on screen: 

 

 

Photo 06: Graphic display on Arduino + Tft Screen 

 

After coding the expressions, I wired up the combination of Arduino+tft shield with the 

breadboard and sensors. I connect Analog pin A0 – A1 – A2 to light sensors and A3 to 

force sensor. The goal is when a certain light sensor is trigged, robot’s eyes are moving 

left, right or smiling. When the force sensor is trigged, robot shows a scared face. The 

diagram and code are like below.  
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Photo 07: Circuit Diagram for robot_01 code 

Full full code – robot_01.ino – attached ouside in blog post) 

 

After I’ve done this I started to think about how I could improve the project and add 

more layer of functions and interactivity. For now the robot can response to user’s action 

(the kids can touch and squeeze the stuffed robot to see his expression), but it’s not yet 

very useful for adult. Suddenly I remembered when I was a kid, my mom was often 

unhappy at me and my friends when we were playing outdoor at lunch time for too 

long. She was afraid that we would get sick from the direct heat and strong sunshine. I 

saw things like that happen here too when parents see kids playing under the snow for 

too long and worried that the kids might catch a cold. Unlike adult, while having fun 

children often forget or just ignore the bad weather.  
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This fun time 

 or this  

can turn into this 

 

and this 

  

And you don’t want either of those!  

Photo 08: Illustration of observation 
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From this experience, I want to incorporate temperature sensor in the robot. Instead of 

the parents having to yell or scream, let the robot do the job of telling the kids it’s too 

cold/hot where they are playing.  

 

Adding temperature sensor into Analog pin A4 in Arduino - the diagram 

 

 

Photo 09: Circuit Diagram for robot with addition of temperature sensor 

 

Especially for the function of temperature sensor, I coded the Robot expression for the 

“too cold/hot” state  
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Uncomfortable face 

 

And adding the code to control temperature sensor in Arduino: 

 

 

Full code for – robot_02.ino – attached ouside in blog post 

 

Then, everything worked pretty smoothly, but the notification signs were subtle. If people 

didn’t look at the screen, they wouldn’t notice what’s going on. Since I have an mp3 

player shield from the last project, I’d like to use it in this project and include sound into 
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the robot. The problem started when I stacked both the mp3 shield and the lcd shield on 

top of one Arduino Uno. The system just couldn’t function properly 

 

Photo 10: Stacking 2 shields onto Arduino UNO – Big NO! 

 

In this case no matter how I modified the code, the Arduino can either display graphic or 

sound, it cannot do two things at the same time. Then finally I gave up and I separated 

the two shields with an additional Arduino, loading different code to each Arduino (one 

to control graphics and one to control sound). And luckily, they worked out perfectly! 

   

For controlling the mp3 files (audio), I downloaded the MP3 Shield Library from Bill Porter 

at www.BillPorter.info. I connected the sensors to Analog Pin A2 (light), A3 (force), and A4 

(temperature) in the circuit. 

 

Full code for mp3 player – MP3Shield_robot.ino – attached ouside in blog post) 
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To add sound into this project, I broke apart a pair of cheap speakers, soldered and 

connected them into the 3.5mm jack of the Mp3 Player Shield 

 

Photo 11: Speakers Assemble 

 

Then I asked my friend Cathy Chen to record some sound effects, did some editing and 

load them into the SD card (example mp3 files can be found in blog post) 

 

After a while I come up with this “thing” 

 

 

Photo 12: Circuit with two Arduino – Functioning! 
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Photo 13: Complete Circuit Diagram 

 

I learnt a very cool trick from our class’s last assignment - to build the circuit and use hot 

glue to secure the wire’s locations.  

 

 

Photo 14: Hot glue gun details on the wires can be seen in the upper right side 
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This prevents all the wires from shifting away and made it easier for me to pack up the 

circuit before crafting the robot cover. 

 

After making sure that all the functions works properly, I start building the cover. Since the 

size has been a bit bigger than what I imagine to be a necklace, I would rather craft the 

whole thing into a small clutch bag size. Since it is intended for kids to wear around, the 

cover should be soft and light ! I chose felt instead of fabric or leather. After this is a long 

process of cutting and sewing and stuffing the robot. 

 

 

 

 

Photo 15: Design Plan 
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Photo 16: Crafting Tools + Materials 

 

 

Photo 17: Finished stuffed robot in a clutch size 
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HOW IT WORKS 
 

 

                     No Interaction    Pat head   

                      Neutral Face                                Happy Face + “Yay” sound 

 

 

               Hand move to the left                             Hand move to the right  

                Eyes move to the left                               Eyes move to the right 
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                         Squeeze                                  Too hot or Too Cold Temperature 

         Scared Face + “Ouch sound”                 Uncomfortable face + either     

      “Woo it’s cold” or 

       “It’s too hot here” 
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TESTING  

 

 

Photo 18: Wearing it! 

 

I have been wearing the robot for a few hours and feeling pretty comfortable. The 

material is soft and flexible. When I squeeze or touch it responses quite accurate. The 

only thing is that I feel the weight might be a bit heavy for children. But well, I couldn’t 

reduce anything from the circuit..  : ( 

 

After testing I have made the strap into an adjustable one so it’s more flexible and comfy 

for users in different physical sizes (child vs. adults...) 
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
 

 

Photo 19: XBee 

 

I’m thinking of incorporate wireless connection like XBee or Bluetooth into the robot. 

Allowing the robot to directly twit or message the temperature to the parents. The robots 

now will not only be the children’s toy but also the parents’s reporters. “Your kid is playing 

in a safe place now” or “I start to feel cold playing with your son” or “It’s getting very hot 

here” – are examples of some very informal and friendly messages. By this way, parents 

can make sure that their children are playing in a good condition. Also, sometimes when 

the kids ignore what the robot say and throw the robot away, the robot can also twit or 

message the parents (when the force sensor is trigged) “Your kid hits me and throw me 

away”.  

 

Also, adding GPS technology into the robot is also a good idea; this allows the parents to 

keep track of where the children are. 
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MATERIALS 
 

Circuit: 

2 x Arduino UNO 

1 x 1.8” tft Shield 

1 x MP3 Player Shield 

3.5mm jack Speakers 

3 x Light sensors  

1 x Force sensor 

1 x Temperature sensor 

1 x SD card 

Battery 

5 x 10k resistors 

Wire 

Soldering Gun and soldering Iron  

 

Crafting: 

Hot glue gun 

Felt  

1 long lace to make adjustable strap 

Scissors 

Lots of cotton 

Sewing kit 
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SUPPORTING FILES 
 

Attached in blog post: 

 

Code: 

Robot_01.ino 

Robot_02.ino 

MP3Shield_robot.ino 

Final Code: 

LinhDo_FinalProject_LCDShield.ino 

LinhDo_FinalProject_MP3Shield.ino 

 

Audio files: 

Track001.mp3 

Track002.mp3 

Track003.mp3 // silence 

Track004.mp3 

Track005.mp3 

 

Video: 

RobotTesting.mov 


